
Age of Absolutism 

“An Absolute Monarch Conversation” 
  
Complete the following task using specific information gained from class (text-book reading, mini-lecture, thought museum 
activity, etc.) as well as your research on one particular absolute monarch.  

 
Objective: Create a 10 line dialogue between your absolute ruler/monarch, your partner’s absolute ruler/monarch, 
and Louis XIV (3 – 4 lines per ruler). Each line must correctly address an aspect of absolutism (sovereignty, divinity, 
or extravagance) and place the aspects (or aspects) in parenthesis at the end of the sentence. 
 
The dialogue should be prefaced with a 3-4 sentence introduction in which you describe the context in which they are 
hanging out. For example: Philip decided to pick Louis up in his most prized vessel of the entire Spanish Armada and they set sail 
for… 
 
Be creative & humorous, – you can also place them in a present day location such as Lexington High School, Fenway 
Park, or any other location that you think they would enjoy. Based on the aspects of absolutism, (i.e. sovereignty, 
divinity, extravagance), describe where they would want to be and why they would meet there, as well as modern day 
interests they may prefer, as absolute monarchs (i.e. listening to music about supreme power (sovereignty), reading 
newspaper articles about government suppression of a peasant revolt (sovereignty) or magazines directed for an upper-
class demographic of people (extravagance), traveling only in carriages carried by servants (extravagance), attending 
Churches / religious centers designed as centers of worship for great leaders (divinity) or contracting famous artists to 
depict themselves as an all powerful, wealthy god (sovereignty, extravagance & divinity).  
 
During their discussion, the three absolute rulers should address the following items (but they are not limited to 
these): 
 

• ONE historical incident or policy that they disagree on and WHY 
o For example: Akbar may disagree with Louis XIV revoking the Edict of Nantes. What would he 

say? How would Louis respond to defend himself?  
 

• ONE historical aspect of their reign/rule/gov.t (way of governing their kingdom/empire) that they agree 
on and WHY 

o For example: Philip II and Louis may find common ground on the “divine right of kings”. 
What would they say to each other? 

 
• ONE or TWO pieces of advice that your rulers can offer Louis XIV to rule his kingdom more effectively 

from their own experiences as rulers 
o These should be words of wisdom that your ruler has gained from experience. What has he or she 

experienced as an absolute ruler that Louis could learn from? Explain through the dialogue.  
 

• EACH LINE should be followed by a parenthesis citing the aspect of absolutism (sovereignty, divinity, 
extravagance) that the line is referencing. You must reference each aspect of absolutism at least 2–3 
times. 

 
• CONVERSATION must not be offensive and should be created in good taste 

 
Include any other information that you think the two rulers would want to chat about.  
 
On the other side of this page is half of a model-conversation to use as a guide, as well as a rubric that will be used to assess 
you and your partner while presenting your conversation.  
 
**You will have to choose someone to speak for Louis XIV during your conversation-presentation** 
 
 



MODEL: 
“ATAHUALPA, CHARLES I & LOUIS XIV  

HAVE A CONVERSATION ABOUT EMPIRES, OVER TEA & BRUNCH” 
 
SETTING: In the early afternoon of Paris, on the religious holiday in honor of the empire-building achievements of the Incan sun-god, 
Atahualpa, Charles I & Louis XIV meet up for China-imported tea and their own absolute ruler-version of brunch: Australian-imported 
kangaroo-meat over a soft-seared Indonesian duck, followed by a giant life-sized cake made up entirely by Indian & Thai sugarcane 
(extravagance). Atahualpa & Charles I were discussing the politics of fellow absolute ruler, Suleiman the Magnificent, and his method 
of suppressing uprisings in order to retain his supreme authority within the Ottoman Empire, until Louis XIV arrives late due to a speech 
he was giving on the importance of the people of his French Kingdom viewing him as the supreme and almighty authority 
( sovere ignty) .  Atahualpa & Charles I have noticed that recent depictions of Louis XIV in artwork have not portrayed him as a god of 
any sort and decide to speak to Louis XIV about this recent problem in his ruling (d iv inity ). 

 

ATAHUALPA: Louis, buddy. Que pasa? Why are you so late to our weekly brunch? Did your private carriage get a flat 
hoof? (Silence………Silence…….Silence) Get it? Flat hoof? Instead of tire? Ah nevermind….wrong joke for wrong time 
period. Anyway, why are you so late? Did your servants have trouble finding you in your 4 mile long palace in Versailles? 
(extravagance) 
 
LOUIS XIV: No, Big-A. That was not the issue this time. This time around it was another issue involving one of my idiot-
bureaucrats trying to tell me what to do again. Get this, Jean-Paul….whatever his last name is, tried telling me that I need to 
make a “formal declaration of war” before I launch 13,000 cannonballs into Genoa.1 I said to this Jean-Paul bureaucrat of 
mine, “Listen PAL, you work for me, not the other way around…you wanna try and tell me what I can and cannot do again 
and I will show you how insignificant your opinion is compared to mine. Despite the fact that I was born into this role of 
power, it is still mine and there is no law, other than God’s law that I bow to. Now bow to me!” (sovereignty). 
 
CHARLES I: You should just do what ol’ King Henry VIII did when Chancellor Thomas More didn’t go to Queen 
Boleyn’s coronation…..murder him! Its not like you are subject to any sort of law or anything. (sovereignty) 
 
ATAHUALPA: Yeah Louie…..Charlie and I have been talking over our duck and kangaroo meat….we’ve been thinking, 
you’ve become somewhat soft in terms of how the people view you. I think your defiant bureaucrat had the audacity 
(nerve) to tell you what to do because of how much you have been lacking in the “god” department. (divinity) 
 
LOUIS XIV: God department? YOU want to tell me about the god-department?? Listen, you may be the “sun-god” ruler or 
whatever, but I haven’t seen any world famous artist depict you in their paintings AS the sun and blatantly symbolizing 
how I am as vital to the earth as the sun, or as a Roman god. So, before you go ahead and tell me that I am lacking in the 
god-department, why don’t you go ahead and get someone like Hyacinthe Rigaud to portray you as someone directly 
connected to the almighty power and glory of God. I wholeheartedly disagree with you Atahualpa because I have the largest 
and most powerful empire in French history and I believe that is a result of how divine I appear to the subjects (divinity). 
 
ATAHUALPA: Well, I agree that having the divine right of kings does promote control. I mean, look at my Incan Empire. 
The people truly believe that I am not only a representative of god, but that I AM god. As a result, the Incan Empire is the 
strongest empire in my entire continent as a result (divinity). 
 
CHARLES I: Yes that is correct Mr. Sun God. But the Sun-King here needs to calm down and drink some tea. We 
imported it from the Qing’s. Before you arrived, Atahualpa and I calculated the amount of sips per glass and how much 
each one would cost….Put it this way, those farmers you have working for your Kingdom creating all the crops and 
manufacturing all the goods for your mercantilism-based economy would have to spend their entire lives for one tiny tea-
cup….haha…haha…haha, oops! I spilled my entire cup in laughter!….haha…haha…haha (extravagance) 
 
 

                                                
1 In 1684, a punitive mission was launched against Genoa in retaliation for its support for Spain in previous wars. Although the Genoese submitted and 
the Doge led an official mission of apology to Versailles, France gained reputation for brutality and arrogance. European apprehension at growing 
French might and the realisation of the extent of the dragonnades' effect (discussed below) led many states to abandon their alliance with France.[16] 
Accordingly, by the late 1680s, France became increasingly isolated in Europe. 



 
ABSOLUTE MONARCH CONVERSATION RUBRIC 

 
CONVERSATION 

COMONENT 
3 POINTS 

A 10-point conversation 
contains the following: 

2 POINTS 
A 6-point conversation contains 

the following: 

1 POINT 
A 3-point conversation contains 

the following: 
HISTORICAL INCIDENT 
/ POLICY 
DISAGREEMENT 

- Historical incident / policy 
- Explanation for 
disagreement 
- Element of disagreement  

- 2 of the 3 components 
present 

1 of the 3 components 
present 

REIGN / RULE / GOV.T 
AGREEMENT 

- Historical aspect of a 
ruler’s gov.t reign 
- Explanation for agreement 
amongst rulers in regard to 
reign 
- Element of agreement 

- 2 of the 3 components 
present 

1 of the 3 components 
present 

ADVICE FROM 
EXPERIENCE 

- One or two pieces of advice 
- Advice is from historical 
experience 
- Element of advice 

- 2 of the 3 components 
present 

1 of the 3 components 
present 

ASPECT OF 
ABSOLUTISM CITATION 

- 2-3 references for each 
aspect of absolutism  

- 1-2 references for each 
aspect of absolutism 

- 0-1 references for each 
aspect of absolutism 

CONVERSATION 
QUALITY 

- Conversation is creative 
and written in good humor 
and maturity 

- Conversation is solely 
humorous, lacks creativity 

- Conversation lacks 
maturity 

 


